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Abstract. Information system models commonly describe organizations
in terms of the structure of the data they use, the organization of the
processes they perform and the operations that will be executed. Yet to
date, the models tend to neglect the rules and constraints under which
the business operates. Frequently these are not represented or even documented, but hard-coded or hidden into implementations. Compliance
with regulations and verification of business rules is difficult when a considerable amount of business knowledge is only represented in code or
database constructions and is not modeled in an explicit way that is
easy to understand and verify. When properly defined, decision tables
offer a solution to several issues in the modeling and verification of regulations, such as guaranteeing consistency, correctness, non-redundancy
and completeness.

1

Introduction: The Business Rules Approach

Building flexible and compliant systems does not work well without business
rules and the ability to create and manage business rules in a well organized
setting. Both practitioners and academics advocate to bring business rules out
of obscurity, out of implementation and into the business management side [1]
[2] [3]. The essence of the business rules approach is to describe, manage, verify,
validate and automate aspects of the business function in a declarative instead of
a procedural way . Because rules and regulations apply across processes, systems
and applications, they should be modeled and managed separately.
Business rules and constraints have become a common topic in systems development and enterprise modeling. Unfortunately, a comprehensive, industry-wide
approach to modeling and implementing business rules is lacking. Moreover, discussions on this topic frequently give little recognition to the amount of work
that has been done in knowledge-based systems (KBS) technology in such areas
as knowledge acquisition, validation and verification (V&V), inferencing, representation, etc.
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Odell defines business rules as “declarations of policy or conditions that must
be satisfied” [4]. The author suggests a taxonomy of business rules that distinguishes constraints and derivation rules. Constraints initiate, enable, govern,
and limit the behavior of objects and agents to accomplish the goals or purposes
of a system. Odell distinguishes three kinds of constraints: simulus/response
rules, constraints on operations and constraints on data. Derivation rules derive
a fact about an object, and are classified as inference rules or computations.
This taxonomy maps well to standard information concepts, including OO
concepts. For example, operation constraints are pre- and post-conditions on
object operations, and structure constraints are class invariants. However, stimulus/response rules, which state that when something occurs, something should
be done, are not commonly supported by OO languages and are typically implemented outside of an OO application as triggers in the database. On the
other hand, knowledge-based languages provide software support for stimulus/response rules using demons. Object-oriented techniques often ignore inferencing and reduce inference rules to procedural code, thereby violating the
declarativeness of business rules. In order to separate code and data from rules,
and add intelligence and flexibility to systems development, rule engines and
rule management systems will have to be added.

2

Verification and Validation of Rules

Research in the verification and validation (V&V) community focuses on rule
anomalies. A classification which is commonly used in the V&V community of
knowledge-based systems can be found in Preece and Shinghal [5]. It considers
the anomalies represented in Fig. 1.

rule-base anomalies:
redundancy: redundant rule
unfirable rule
unsatisfiable condition
subsumed rule pair
duplicate rule pair
unusable consequent
ambivalence: ambivalent rules
ambivalent rule pair
circularity
deficiency: missing rule
unused input

Fig. 1. A classification of rule base anomalies

In order to detect these anomalies, many tools have been developed. An
important problem of automatic rule base checking is that these tools often
face combinatorial explosion as the rule base increases. Therefore, it may be
necessary to split the rule base or use heuristics to circumvent this problem.
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Although anomaly detection tools can be effective, it would be wrong to rely
completely on these tools to build high-quality systems. These tools are merely
an add-on to the development environment, and mostly they possess no facilities
to prevent anomalies during the design process.

3

Modeling Business Knowledge using Tables

A decision table is a tabular representation used to describe and analyze procedural decision situations, where the state of a number of conditions determines
the execution of a set of actions. Not just any representation, however, but one
in which all distinct situations are shown as columns in a table, such that every
possible case is included in one and only one column (completeness and exclusivity).
Many variations of the decision table concept exist which look similar at
first sight [2]. The most important criterion when distinguishing tables, is the
question whether all columns are mutually exclusive (single hit versus multiple
hit). If the columns are not exclusive, some combination of conditions matches
more than one column, which may lead to ambiguity or inconsistency. As a result
the overview over the columns is lost, and with it, the simplicity of inspection.
For these reasons we do not consider these tables to be real decision tables, even
though they are frequently mentioned in practice.
Different experiments have been conducted in order to compare the effectiveness of the decision table as a conditional logic representation tool with other
formalisms. Details on these experiments can for example be found in Vessey
and Weber [6].
Though originally used as a software engineering technique, decision tables
have proven a useful aid in modeling complex decision situations of various sorts
(see also Parnas [7], Heitmeyer [8]). In the field of business rules and regulations,
there has been a renewed interest in decision tables over the past years.
Decision tables act as an intermediate between the specification of a decision process and the real decision making act, allowing overview and verification
throughout the life cycle. A decision table is condition oriented and therefore effective in representing procedural knowledge, with such advantages as:
overview, readability, consistency, completeness and correctness.
This structured enumeration of decision columns, however, is not the way
in which procedural knowledge is acquired or specified. Most texts, procedures,
laws, etc. are described in action oriented, partial or modular decision specifications, not suited for fast and correct decision making or easy verification. To
this end, the decision table construction process allows to transform the action
oriented specification into a condition oriented representation. The decision table
being a representation mechanism, optimization is not the main concern. But
optimization may become a concern, once the table has to be converted into an
operational system or a manual decision making procedure. At this point, for example it may become important to minimize the total test time or the number of
questions. The advantage of the decision table approach is that implementation
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aspects can be separated from representation aspects through transformation.
The decision table approach, therefore, unifies these three complementary aspects of a decision situation, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Specification
(construction)
Representation
(verification)

Implementation
(decision making)

Fig. 2. Three aspects of a decision situation

The role of the decision table formalism therefore is not limited to the occasional and isolated use. But it covers the full trajectory of the development
life cycle: starting from the early stages of knowledge acquisition and structuring, up to and including the final transformation of decision tables into existing
knowledge base tools and products. These decision tables are obtained through
the combined use of techniques from knowledge acquisition and discovery. V&V
activities are seen as an integral part of this modeling process. At a final stage,
the resulting body of decision tables can serve as a basis for implementation.

4

Decision Tables for Verification

The problems of validation and verification have led to the occasional use of
schemes, tables or similar techniques in knowledge representation and validation. As has been reported earlier in Cragun and Steudel [9], most of these verification and validation problems can be solved by the decision table technique.
But anomaly detection systems based on decision tables or related formalisms,
mainly suffer from the drawback that they fail to find anomalies in the rule base
which occur over inference chains. Most of those systems can only detect anomalies between simple pairs of rules. Also most of these systems do not check for
circularity.
In order to overcome these limitations, a different perspective in developing
the anomaly detection facilities has been taken. Most of these limitations do not
hold anymore if the decision tables are properly defined. We advocate the use
of decision tables as a modeling technique on its own, and not only as a means
towards verification of regulation systems, such that the anomaly detection component is integrated in the modeling phase of the system.
Starting from the classification by Preece it was investigated how verification
anomalies can be detected in a decision table based system [10]. A distinction
is made between tabular anomalies and inter-tabular anomalies. The former
occur in a single table whereas the latter originate from interactions between
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several tables. The classification given in Fig. 3(a) is used to describe intratabular anomalies. As only single hit tables are allowed, where every possible
combination of condition values is represented in one (completeness) and only
one column (exclusivity), most of the traditional anomalies cannot even occur
or are easy to detect.
To check a system of interrelated tables for anomalies, it is not sufficient
to check each of the components separately. It also has to be checked whether
there exist some inter-tabular anomalies. These anomalies can only be detected
by inspecting the system as a whole, because these anomalies result from the interactions between two or more tables. A classification of inter-tabular anomalies
is depicted in the Fig. 3(b). Most of the limitations shown by anomaly checking
systems based on decision tables can be solved. These include the possibility to
check for anomalies over chains of rules and the check for circularity [11].

intra-tabular anomalies:
redundancy
on a column level
subsumed column pair
duplicate column pair
unsatisfiable condition
on a row level
redundant action row
redundant condition row: irrelevant condition subject
ambivalence
on a column level: ambivalent columns
on a row level: ambivalent action rows
circularity
deficiency
unused input

(a) Intra-tabular anomalies

inter-tabular anomalies:
redundancy
redundant action entry
unusable action row
unfirable column
ambivalence: ambivalent action entries
circularity
deficiency

(b) Inter-tabular anomalies

Fig. 3. A classification of tabular anomalies

5

Experiences with regulations

The use of decision tables need not be restricted to visualization or verification
of existing regulations. The technique is well applicable throughout the lifecycle,
from design to maintenance.
– Designing regulations. When designing new regulations, the decision table technique can be used to to indicate which combination of criteria should
lead to which outcomes, thereby guaranteeing combinatorial completeness
and consistency. The ability to focus on well-defined situations (columns)
has proven a to be a valuable communication advantage.
– Checking the quality of the regulations. When a written regulation exists, the decision table might be constructed in order to visualize the specifics
of the regulation. Transforming the text into the decision table representation for validation and verification purposes, has traditionally been a major
application area of decision tables.
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– Impact analysis. Decision tables easily allow to examine the impact of
changes in one part of a regulation on the total result. The net effect of
changing conclusions for some combinations of condition values is immediately visualized.
– Generating test cases. Because all possible situations are represented, the
decision table is an ideal source to generate test cases. Instead of random
testing, attention can be paid to the full coverage of a range of criteria,
boundary value analysis, etc.
– Restructuring the regulation. The decision table can not only be used
to verify or implement the regulation. Once the table is finished, it can be
used to redesign or reorder the text, refine and simplify the description or
change the fundamental structure based on the decision table representation.
Regulations are often described in the order in which they are conceived,
but that is not necessarily the best order for execution. Therefore, if a new
description of the regulation is desired, it can be derived from the decision
table in a more orderly fashion by examining the application field of each of
the actions and describing it in its most compact logical form.
– Applying the regulations. Once completed, the decision table can be
used to generate code or rules, or can be used as an execution mechanism.
If the implementation is straightforward, maintenance of the regulation can
be performed directly on the decision table.
We have used decision tables in a large number of applications and environments. Some examples of the more common areas of experience include :
– verification and visualization of laws and regulations [12],
– modeling and verification of complex managerial decision situations in general [13],
– comprehensible representation of scoring models in banks and insurance companies [14]
The use of decision tables in regulations is e.g. illustrated in the Handipak
system [12], a knowledge based system with regard to financial benefits for the
disabled in Belgium. Its main goal was to support first line social workers when
helping the disabled with the introduction of their applications for benefits.
The knowledge base of the Handipak advisory system was developed by using
decision tables. The relevant law was couched in 45 mutually related decision
tables. The relations between the different tables were specified in a number of
control tables. The regulation with regard to financial benefits for the disabled
was divided into subunits, that respectively concern: the validity of the application; the applicability with regard to nationality, age, and residence; the granting
conditions with regard to category or other social benefits; the calculation of the
maximal benefit and the revenues to be deduced; the modalities of the payment.
For each of the regulatory subunits, one or more mutually related decision tables
were developed.
The analysis of the proposed regulation by means of the decision table technique enabled the authors to eliminate a considerable number of ambiguities in
the bill before it was published.
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Conclusion

Over the years there has been a major change in research and application areas
of decision tables. Current decision table applications mainly benefit from the
representational and verification advantages of the technique. The key concepts
fit very well with recent developments in the areas of business rules. Based on
numerous experiences with decision tables, a refined decision table concept has
been proposed, which supports this vision.
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